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Abstract 

FIRST PRINCIPLES CALCULATIONS OF TOKAMAK ENERGY TRANSPORT. 
A predictive, physics based model of tokamak energy transport that is based on simulations of 

the gyrokinetic equation is presented. Calculations of core energy transport are compared with 
experimental results from JET, TFTR, JT60-U and DIII-D for a variety of discharge conditions. In the 
region of the plasma predicted to be unstable to ion temperature gradient (ITG) modes (typically between 
the q = 1.2 surface and r/a = 0.9). the ratio of the model's prediction of the average temperature 
gradient scale length to the experimental value is 1.08 f 0.17. Core H-mode temperatures are found 
to depend strongly on the pedestal temperature. The scaling of H-mode pedestal performance with the 
gyroradius parameter p* is shown to follow from the underlying scalings of the gyrokinetic equation. 
An analogy is drawn between H-mode confinement and classic turbulent fluid flow in pipes which 
highlights the importance of the boundary layer at the edge. Experimental results on fast temperature 
propagation, wall effects on confinement, ELM scalings, ELM effects on confinement, confinement 
limits, and VH modes are qualitatively explained as natural consequences of the importance of the 
boundary layer. Implications of the expected p* scaling of conventional H-mode confinement are 
unfavorable for ITER. Initial efforts to find a reactor relevant advanced tokamak configuration based 
on the idea of ITG second stability are described. 
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To date, large energy losses have prevented the experimental demonstration of net fusion energy 
production from a tokamak. Here, we report that calculations based on numerical simulations of 
the gyrokinetic equation [I] successfully explain energy losses from the core of large tokamaks 
such as JET, TFTR, JT-60U and DIII-D under many (but not all) conditions. These calculations 
prc)vide a scientific fmmc\vorli that unifics many seeming1 y disparate experimental phenomena and 
allon more realistic prcdictions of the performance of propc)sed esperimenLs. The experimental 
data used to test the theory is hkcn from the ITER profilc dahbase 121. L-mcxles. hot-ion modcs 
and ELMy and ELM-free H-mcxlcs are includcd in  the dataset. When full numerical equilibria 
\flere not available, an approximate magnetic gcometq \iJas used that includes thc ellipticity, 
triangularity, axis shift, and their derivatives. 

2. . Basic Features of the Model 

Thc gyrc)kinetic equation is thc fundamental cquation describing drift modes, ion temperature 
gradient (ITG) modes, ideal and rcsistivc ballooning mcxles, tearing modcs and other 
microinstabilitics with frequencies less than the gyrofrequcncy. Thc linear gyrokinet~c stability 
calculations prescntcd herc usc algorithms that represent thc vclcxily space dynamics of all specics 
numerically, without analytical approsimations 131. Thus, kinctic effects are \vcll described. Thc 
main approximations of thc ccxles arc that the modes are described by the ballooning 
transformation, valid for short \va\.elcngth modes. and that electromagnetic perturbations 
proportional to 6Bll are neglected. As pre\.iousl\. reporled for TFTR L-modcs I I I, the ITG mode is 
obscn.ed to be thc dominant corc instability. Trapped pariicle instabilities arc found ncar the edgc 
ol' some discharges and in  the centcr o f  hot-ion discharges. When ihe trapped p~rliclc mcdcs are 
abscnt, thcrc is a critical ion tcmperaturc gradicnt bcloiv nfhich there is no predicted micro- 
inshbility. 

Nonlinear tomidal gyrolluid simulations are uscd to parameterize the transporl tvhich rcsults \\!hen 
rhe ITG instability boundq is crossed 141. Thcse high-resolution 3D simulations include the EsB 
nonlincarities. and linear closure approsimations that.describe kinetic effects. The gyrolluid 
simulations are carried out in the. radially'local, or llux-tubc limit. mathematically similar to thc 
ballcx)ning limit. They have bcen lincarlg bcnchmarked with gyroki netic cdcs  for a wide rangc ol. 
parameters. Limited comparisons with nonlinear gyrokinetic particle simulations ha\!c also ken  
carried out. 

Results summarizing the performance of the model are shown i n  Fig. (I). ' The temperature 
gradient appears as an instability driving term in the gyrokinetic equation as the inverse scale 

I Iength WLT = - (RIT) dT1dr. When WLT > R/LT~. the ITG mode is unstable. Note that R/LT,(~) 
depends on local dimensionless parameters. [Unlike in Ref. (11, here w-c explicitly calculate R/LT, 
using the gyrokinetic codes at each radial point.] In Fig. (la), the radial average of the 
experimental gradient to the critical gradient is shown, where the average is taken between the 
q= 1 . 2  surface and r/a=0.9 for L-modes and H-modes. For non-sa\vtoothing hot ion modes, the 
inner boundary extends inward to the region iffhere necxlassical .transport becomes compluable to 

1 ITG transport. Regions in which there' is no critical temperature gradient, because of the 
appearance of trapped electron modes, are not included in the radial average. The stabilizing effect 
of velocity shear is estimated using the criterion that the stabilization is linearly proportional to 
dvj;/dr, and complete stabilimtion occurs afhcn the lincar gmn-th rate y = dv ddr, as found by 

I nonlinear sin~ulation's (51. As can bc scen, ion temperature proliles i n  H-mode discharges tcnd to 
I bc close to the marginally stablc profilc, whereas some L-mcdc discharges arc  ell above it. 

Thc L-mode shots are .i~!ell above marginal stability toward the edge, as found on TFTR. Thc 
departure from marginality in  L-modes arises because the turbulent heat [lux of thc ITG mcxle 
scales with temperature as T ~ ' ~ ,  lor fised deviation from marginal stability, so the ITG mode is no1 
strong enough lo force thc prc)filc close to marginality in a low-tcmperaturc cdgc. Thus, the ITG 
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FIG. I .  Radially averaged critical scale lengths, experimental scale lengths, and predicted 
scale lengths including the gyrofluid X ,  in the ITER profile database. 

drive (-RILT) increases to conduct the power at low temperature. Another robust feature of ITG 
transport is that increasing T inc  sveakens the ITG mode, by increasing the critical gradient. Both 
of these gross ieatures are borne out by thc ITER database, in Fig 1. The <R/L-p increases \\lith 
Tinc, and for fisd Tinc, the L-mcxle discharges haw higher <R/L-p, mnsistcnt with a stronger 
ITG drive and poorcr confinemcnt. 

Results of nonlinear gyrofluid simulalions [4] she\\ that most of thc pardmeter variation in thc 
nonlinear x from ITG modes can bc caplurcd from thc linear cigeniunclions. Spcciiically, i t  is  
hund lhat if '  one defines W2nonlinear/Dnlixine (where D ~ s i n g i ~  thc masi~num \'slue lor 1111 ke 01' 
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y/kperp2 )thc function W dcpcnds strongly only upon the dcprture from criticality and mapnctic 
shcar, and can theretore be paramelcrized by a nitxlcst number ol' ndnlincar simulations 111. Hcrc, 
we cclnibine the gyrokinetic ccxle above (which has more complete linear physics) with the 
gyrofluid result.9 by taking Xnonlinear= W Dnl i~ng ,  \\.here Dmising is computed directly from the 
gyrokindic code. The electron heat f lus  is obtained using the quasilinear ratio of electron to ion 
heat fluxes from the gyrokinetic code (however, the ion heat llus usually dominates) [ I ] .  

When the incremental increase in the temperature gradient beyond RILT, is calculated using this 
algorithm, the average predicted <RILp is 1.08 times the csperimenral value, and the standard 
deviation is 0.17 (Fig. 1 b). The experimental uncertainty 'in <R/L17 is roughly 10%. Errors in 
the predicted gradient which are from crrors in experirnenlal quantilites (such as Q, q, etc.) are 
probably at least another 10-2096. Thus, we believe that the agreement in Fig. (lb) is within the 
error bars. 

3. Sensitivity of Global Confmement to pedestal Performance 

The improved core confinement in H-modes follows from the edge transport barrier. For the H- 
mode discharges in the ITER Profile Database, we find that the predicted ion temperature profiles 
are within 5% of the marginal stability from the core to the top of the pedestal. In this limit, the 
core temperature profile is only determined to within a multiplicalive constanl. since multiplying 
T(r) by a numerical factor does not change the marginality condition on (RR) dTIdr. This is a 
qualitative difference between ITG modes and the RLW modcl. Specificalion of the pedestal 
temperature boundary condition therefore determines the core temperature [I]. The improved 
confinemcnt in supershots and hot ion niodes also arises partly bcwuse of improved edgc 
tcmper-lures, but in addition the critical gradicnt bccomes larger l i ~ r  largcr Ti/Te, and mtxlcst 
thermal deuterium dilution1 I].  

In H-mode experiments, the central temperature rapidly responds to the edge temperature [6,7]. 
This behavior may bc undcrstd from the m(xlcl: a small deviation from ncar marginality nmr thc 
edgc leads to a large change in X ,  which rapidly propagates to the core bq. small changes in thc 
temperature profile. Experiments on JET ha1.c shown that the central temperature responds in a 
few milliseconds lo edge perturbations from ELMS (61, cold pulses 171, and H lo L transitions 161. 

Time f r o m  ELM (seconds) Time f r o m  ELM (seconds) 

FIG. 2. Erne response afier a simulated ELM for electron temperature and x, from the 
ITG model. 



For esample, Ref. 161 reports the electron temperature response to a giant ELM for discharge 
#30592. Lacking data for this shot, a surrogate was chosen from the ITER dalahqc (#36(#n), and 
thc cffect ol'a giant ELM was simulated b~ dropping the edze boundq temperatures of all specics 
by a factor comparable to the clectron temperature drop round in Ref. 161. The clcctron 
tempcraturc responses in the surrogate ITG simulation (Fig (2)] are as last as found in Rcf. (61. 
Thc clectron x is shown in Fig (2b). I t  can be seen that thcre is a rapid increase in xe acn)ss the 
discharge. Even though x is a local function, i t  seems to behave non-locally. Cold pulse 
esperimcnts on JET(71 have shown that thc csperimentally observcd response is roughly 
consistent w~i th  a factor of eight increasc in x Ibr roughly 5 milliscconds, similar lo Fig (3b). Thc 
I c t  that tempcrdture perturbations from se\.eral dill'ercnt sources producc similar results in  thc 
core is strong e\.idencc Ibr a close connection bet\vecn the plasma cdge temperature and thc core 
temperature in H-mcxies. 

4. Scaling of Pedestal Performance at Small p* 

Unfortunately, it is not possible to predict the height of the H-mode pedestal due to the complexity 
of the edge physics. However, useful results can be obtained from the p* scalings of terms in the 
gyrokinetic equation, aided by insight obtained from simulations. The usual arguments for Bohm 
or gyroBohm global scaling assume that the scaling considerations are uniform across the minor 
radius. However, there is another class of solutions, in which the turbulence scales as the 
gyroradius in the core and is strong enough to force the profile close to marginal stability from the 
corc to vety near the edge. At the edge there is a boundary layer which scales as the gyroradius 
(possibly the poloidal gyroradius) where the turbulence is suppressed. 

The mode (typically ITG) which is destabilized first a. R/LT is increased above R/L.rc typically 

! 
has 0. I < kepi < 0.6. If  the transpa from thc ITG mcxle is robust, R/LT is forced to be close to 
RIL.l.c, and thc unstable lluctuations have bpi of order 0.3. (Measurements in the core of TFTR , 
show such lluctuations propagating in the ion drift direction [8].) Toward the cdge ol' L-modcs, 
the deviation from criticality increases and long wavelength modes become unstable. Preliminar): 
nonlinear simulations for large values of R1L.l- indicate that the ion feature in the predictcd 
fluctuation spectrum becomes dominated by the low kep mcxies, and is roughly consistent with the 
large spectral shift observed experimentally 181. 

However, H-modes have an edge boundary layer, as does the classic description of high Reynolds 
number fluid flo\v and the turbulent floiv resistance (i.e., momentum transport) in  a pipe IS)]. H- 
mcxic transport is.fun&mentally different from pipe Ilotf., since the turbulence scale size is small 
for the H-mode, but is global for the pipe. However, the more crucial determinants of qualitative 
transport behavior are very similar. in both cases, the core turbulent dynamics only determine thc 
corc profiles to within a conslant, which is found by matching to the boundq layer, causing a 
global sensitivity to edge conditions. 

In a pipc 191, the boundary layer arises because thcre is a turbulcncc suppressing term (viscosity) in 
the Naleicr-Stokes equations which is nominally small, but which cnters the equations as a higher 
derivative than any other term. For pipc flow, thc fundamental scaling of the width of the 
boundary layer i.; found by balancing of the dominant terms in the governing equations. 
Gyrokinetic boundary layers form when the scale lengths of equilibrium variations become of 
order the wavelength of the modes, so that stabilizing terms become important. In the pedestal 
region, the gradients are very far ahwe marginal stability. Nonlinear gyrofluid simulations with 
sharp temperature gradients of this magnitude show that an H-mode pedestal tvould be flattened by 
the turbulent transport unless the turbulent transport is suppressed by some effect not present in the 
lowest order of the usual ballooning ordering. We may estimate the required size of such an effect, 
using some insight from numerical calculations. 

I For parameters characteristic of H-mode pedestal \veil after the transition, the linear instabilities 
with largest gmwth rates are of the drift type, e.g., ITG modes and TEM (as long as the gradients 
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are belo\v the MHD stability limit). The modes with the largest groivth mles have kep i  - 0.1-0.5, 
and they have characteristic frequencies and growth rates of the order of w* (ylo* - 113 to 115 is 
common). Within the range 01' gradients of interest, (i-e., pressure gradients such that a/Lp -10-30, 
but below the ideal MHD ballcxming threshold), the groivth rates arc roughly linear in the gradient 
until the MHD limit is approached. The characteristic size of terms in the gyrokinetic equation is 
thus yo Gl, where 

Since the most unstable linear modes have kepi - 0.1 and ylo* - 113, we anticipate that the typical 
size of G is roughly 1/30. 

In the standard ballooning limit, gmdients of the E x B terms and of the driving terms are small. 
Hoivcver, they become important in the pedestal. The w-idely discussed physical picture of 
stabilization by the sheared E x B velocity, dvddr, is that velocity shear tears the perturbations 
apart on the same time scale as the growth of the perturbation. We note that the gradients in o *  
may have the same physical effect. Formally, the dvddr term enters into the gyrokinetic equation 
with a size of (dv~ldr  )kgh-  , where Ax is the radial correlation length. Our flux-tube nonlinear 
simulations find kgAx is a function of dimensionless parameters. ivith no indication of an csplicit 
p* scaling. The radial electric field is estimated liom the momentum balance equation in the 
con\7entional way, and the poloidal and toroidal velocities Ug and Ut; are laken to be of order the 
thermal velocity inside the layer. In the layer, 

where the leading order scaling in gyroradius is given, and typically S - 1-2 . DilTerent authors 
emphasize different mechanisms for the generation of' Ue. and so oblain difl'erent I'unctional forms 
lor S consistent with Eq. (3) (eg.. Shaing and Crumc 1101, Carreras. et 01.. ( 1 I], erc-.). Equation(2) 
also implies that the dvddr term is of the samc order as the term from gradients of ( 1 ~ .  Note that 
(l/vth ) dv~jdr - p L 2 ,  whereas the other terms in the gyrokinetic equations are or order (1/vrh ) yo. 
As in classical fluid flow, requiring that the slabilizing terms be of order of, or larger than, the 
other terms in the gymkinetic equation, we arrive at the necessaq scale length ol' the boundary 
layel: 

Since we expect G/S is typically of' order 1/40, the actual width could be many gyroradii, or ol' 
order the poloidal gyroradius. I f  the r/R dependence and q dependence d' the function G/S were 
r/(qR) (which is plausible for some inslabilities and models for S) the width would actually scale 
as the poloidal gyoradius. (Similar expressions have been independentl!. derived elsei\:here ( 13 I.) 

5. Experimental Evidence for Pedestal Scaling, 

In Table 1, representative boundary layer widths Ibr seven difkrent tckimaks are presented, using 
published edge profiles and other data 13.13-181. The major radius varies from 0.6 m to 3.1 m, the 
temperature from 30 eV to 1.5 keV, v* from 0.05 to 10. and I'rom 0.1 R to 0.74. Evcn Ibr such 
large pammetcr variation, the layer width normalized to the gyroradius only varies by a factor of 2. 
and by a factor of 3.6 when normalized to the poloidal gyroradius, consistent with the gyroradius 
or poloidal gyroradius being the fundamental scaling size. 

For f uid pipe flow, wall conditions affect global conlinement. Small mechanical projections that 
disturb the thin boundary layer (xxalled "roughened pipes") reduce pipe momentum confinement 
time (typically by factors of two or more). The classic experimenlal results for this phenomenon 
are shown in  Fig. (3): the scaling and magnitude of the pipe friction are less favorable when the 
width of the boundary layer is reduced to the size of the roughness scale. A qualitative analogue in 



TABLE I.  PEDESTAL WIDTHS FROM VARIOUS TOKAMAKS 

Width (cm) Widthlp, Widthlp, Width/&, 

JET 2.5 16 3.5 6 

JT-6QU 

DIII-D 

ASDEX-U 2.0 17 2.3 7 

JFT2-M 1 .O 12 1.8 8 

C-Mod 1.5 30 4.7 1.3 

COMPASS-D 2.0 28 4.0 2 

FIG. 3. Flow friction versus Reynolds number for varying wall roughness e/d. Reprinted 
with permission from W A R D ,  J .  K . ,  Elementary Fluid Mechanics, 6th edn, Wiley, New York 
(1 982). 

H-mode physics is the observed sensitivity of confinement to wall conditioning. Atomic processes 
are necessarily localized to the edge. Table I includes estimates of the mean free path of Frank- 
Condon deuterium neutrals into the edge. Other neutral processes and impurity penetration lengths 
are significantly less. Gross effects of neutrals such as conveclive losses and radiation Iosses 
directly affect the pedestal performance. Neutral processes also strongly effect boundary plasma 
parameters such as M. gradients of Z a ,  q, etc. Variations in these parameters would be 
expected to lead to order one changes in the functions G and S, and also in neoclassical and ion 
orbit heat loss rates, and thereby would be expected to affect global confinement. 

The linear stability of the sharp gradient region of the pedestal is considered more quantilativel y 
for an ITER similarity discharge on DIII-D shown in Fig. (4). The linear gyrokinetic code ala! 
used with EFIT equilibria. Note that some important parameters, such as Z .  and the ratio of the 
temperature scale length and the density scale length, 11, have considerable uncertainties in this 
region, so these results arc only approsimate. As thc local pressure gradient is  incrmed (keeping 
thesc ratios constant), Lhe ITGITEM instabilities with kepi - 0.3-1.0 become unslable and the 
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FIG. 4. Growth rates and shearing rates fo'r the steep gradient region of the pedestal of 
DIII-D ITER-similar discharge 82205 at r/a = 0.97, and for the discharge scaled to ITER. 

growth ratcs increase roughly linearly with liLp, until thc idcal ballooning boundary is 
apprc~chcd. Thc ITGrrEM instability gron~lh ratcs then decrease, and the MHD mtdc at low 
kepi 1s dominant. Kinctic MHD modes driven by thc k t  particle pressure gradient also arisc at 
kopj - 0.2. Figure (4) also sho~\~s a rough appro~imation to the shcaring ratc, [Eq. ( 3 ) )  ivith S 
estimated to be 1.5. For pressure scale lengths in the esperimental range, the stabilizing shearing 
rate IS of the order of the ITG growth rate, and the pressure gradient is close to the ideal MHD 
ballooning limit. 

If the ITGITEM modes are fully stabilized, and if other energy loss mechanisms are overcome by 
the heating power, the gradient will increase until the MHD limit is reached. For large dv~ldr 
(i.e., large S or large p*), significant pinetration into the MHD unstable region is possible. The 
neoclassical heat flux increases as the disCance from the separatrix increases, and eventual1 y this 
(along with other possible energy loss mechanisms) will pull the gradient down from the MHD 
limit. Even further from the separatrix, these transport processes reduce l/Lp until the ITGITEM 
mode is not stabilized. That is, Eq. (4) is violated, which constitutes the end of the pedestal. 
Thus, there may be two regions in the pedestal, one forced close to MHD limits, and another where 
collisional or atomic processes control the profiles. 

Figure (4) also shows the estimated velocity shear after scaling this discharge to ITER. As can be 
seen, the linear ITGITEM growth rates are now larger than the shearing rate. If MHD effect$ 
could be ignored, then by increasing I /Lp, thc shearing term \vould eventually stabilize the ITG 
mode, since 1s-ithout the MHD cffecls y - 1/LP whereas the velocity shear term increses morc 
strongly, d v ~ d r  - ( p / ~ ~ ) ~ .  Hoa.e\;er, thc MHD mode prevents this for fi valucs characteristic of 
DIII-D. Only by decreasing the pedesul fi by a factor of order p*rrkn 1 pD1ll-D can the velocity 
shear in ITER stabilize the ITG modes without first violating MHD stability. 

6. H-Mode Confinement limits 

Due to ITG marginality, any process that limits the pedestal temperature can limit the attainable 
global concinement. On DIII-D, JTW-U, JET, and other machines, in many types ol' high P 
discharges, some fraction of the pedestal 1s found to be quitc close to ideal MHD marginal stabilit? 
for ballooning modes or kink modes. Predictive simulations with MHD stability and gyrokinetic 



transport from the separatris to the core are beyond our present capabilities. Ho\ve\.er, some 
qualitative explanations of physical mechanisms and scalings of important processes are present15 
possible. 

Recent VH-mode experiments 130j provide a comparison of t\\.o cases: one where the edgc is 
limited by MHD processes and another \\*here the edge is sccond stable. When the cdge is second 
stable, VH-mcxles arise and persist as long as the plasma does not esperience ELMs (an indication 
that MHD edge shbility has been lost). After an X event, the discharges re\.eri to ELMing H- 
modes with half the conl'incmcnt time of the preceding VH phase. Othenvisc similar discharges 
with less triangularity (which have poorer edgc MHD stability) do not enter the high conlinemenl 
VH phase, but are ELMing H-modes. 

Velocity shear driven by neu!ral beams contributes lo VH-mode confinement. This is consistent 
with boundary effects. As the temperature at the boundary is increased at fised heating power, the 
transpori power n d e d  to enforce marginality decreases Thus, local fluctuation levels decrease, 
!%ding to a roughly proporiional improvement in momentum diffusivity. The resulting inc~eased 
velocity shear further improves the I t x a l  effective critical gradient and provides a substantial 
amplifi&tion of the improved confinement from the boundary temperature increase alone. Thus, 
VH-modes show a correlation bct\vcen global confinement impro\.cment and impro\:cd cdge MHD 
slability which is qualitatively consistent n i t h  the ITG model. 

The parameter cx = -21'0 ( q 3 ~ l ~ 3 )  dpldr arises in ballooning stability theory in the well-kno\\ln s-cr 
model. On JT60-U, this paramclcr \%'as obscnxxi 10 approach the value rbr instability before ELM 
events [?I]. Also, the pedeslal parameters were found to satisfy an empirical relationship 12 1 1, 
tvhich can be written: 

This is equivalent lo the criterion that the ideal ballooning parameter (with the ion $) is at marginal 
stability if  the pressure gradient scale length is replaced by a conslant times the poloidalgyroradius 
[21]. This links the scaling results for the layer width in Eq. (4) to edge MHD stability limits. 

The boundary layer nature of confinement in the ITG theory links ELMs to global confinement 
degradation, both transiently, as in Fig. (2), and also in steady state if the ELMS are frequent. JT- 
60U found that increased heating power resulted in progressively more frequent ELM events with 
progressit~edeterioration in the H factor [22]. Hender el al.,[22] found that ELM events frequently 
signal the end of the good performance phase of JET discharges, by substantially lowering central 
ion temperatures. Challis, et al., [B]  reported transport p limits for low-q discharges similar to 
ITER, which seemed linked to increased ELM activity (not magnetic islands). 

The most direct evidence on JET of a transport limit related to edge ideal MHD instability is 
reported by Smeulders, el al., [24]. A transport fi limit prevented the attainment of large p~ for 
high magnetic field, but not for low magnetic field. For the high field shots which failed to obtain 
high $s, most of the profile was well below the ideal MHD stability limit (b\. faclors of as much a. 
four), so core MHD was not responsible. However the edge was close to computed MHD limits, 
and the global confinement degradation of high field shots \vas attributed to observed cdge MHD 
instabilities. According to Eq. (S), a discharge in a large machine at high field would ha1.e small 
p* and thus MHD stability would imply lower pedestal $. For fiat density profiles as observed on 
JET, ITG temperature marginality translate an edge fi limit into a core plimit. 

Balet, el al., [25] report on a comparison of two ITER similan'ty discharges with \.irtually identical 
core temperature and density profiles, but with differing pedestal density profiles. One discharge 
had a steeper density profile in the boundary layer, generated by more intense gas puffing. The 
heating power needed to sustain this discharge was 40% higher. The degraded coniinement was 
attributed to the increase in the frequency of ELMS. 
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7. Reactor Relevance of H-mode Operation 

In  light of this, we consider the p* scaling of H-modc confinemcnt for small p*. Esperimcntal p* 
scans have been described as analogues to the use of wind tunnels, \\here scalc models are tested 
at Reynolds numbers different than the actual device, and projcctcd performance par-mcten- (e.g., 
frictional drag) are obtained by scaling in Reynolds number. Considcr thc Rcynolds number 
scaling of llow drag insidc a pipc in Fig. (3). For sdliciently lo\v \.iscosity, the scalc s i x  of thc 
boundary laycr shrinks sufficiently so that other physical processes determine thc boundary 
physics, i.e.. when the layer shrinks to the size of the mechanical roughness ol' the pipe wall. The 
same qualitative prcxess is to be expected for H-mode confinement: he  global scaling' depends on 
the boundary layer scaling, which itsclf may change as the boundary layer width shrinks and MHD 
effects dominate. Restating this, the assumptions needed to justify conventional p* scaling 
extrapolations are inapplicable, since a crucial dimensionless parameter, the pcdestal P, acquires an 
explicit dependence on p in view of Eq. (4). 

The widely used expression ITER93H assumes that confinement depends on all \.ariables in a log- 
linear tvay. Ho\ve\.er, Dorland and Kolschenreuther [36] found that \.ariables containing estimates 

3 of or PIP*- from global quantities consistently she\\- the most evidence of non-log-linear 
behavior in the dataset. Therc is a slight non-log-lincar dcgrddation of H as thc global quantity 

3 .  . alp*- IS lncrcascd. 

The discharges in the H-mcde database arc limited to cxlp* < 45. Using ITER93-H, txlp* = 160 
for ITER. Lct us consider JET discharge #33131, an ITER H-modc demonstration discharge 
ivhich exhibited an apparent transport Ps limit due to ELMs 12.51. This discharge had the highest 
value of ulp* of all the reported JE3 and DIIl-D ITER demonstration discharges, with alp* = 
33.3. The ELMs in this discharge have been interpreted as being due to proximity to h e  L-H 
threshold, since Pheat/Pthresh = 2.. Ho\vever, other lTER similar discharges [35j had Phat 
/Pthresh = 2, and did not sho~v degraded degraded confinement. Furthermore, in 33 13 1, thc ELM 
frequency decreased by a factor of two as the heating power was stepped down by a factor of two. 
This proportionality is consistent with profiles near the alp* limit. 

Since the functional form of the confinement degradation \ffith alp* is not known, and thcre is no 
statistical data for relevant alp*, n'e use the following reasoning. Analysis by the ITER JCT 12.71 
supports the argument that the edge pressure gradients are limited by MHD ballooning modes over 
a distance of several ppd (and proposes this as a possible physical mechanism for the Greenwald 
limit, when MA'W'S are also included). An expression similar to Eq. (4) is obtained. Since p is 
about 5--10 times smaller on ITER than on present machines, Eq. (4) implies a severely limited 
pedestal fl. To ameliorate this, we use a larger value of C, which is consistent with strong plasma 
shaping [21]. To examine ITER, we lake the density profile to be flat from the pedestal inward 
and use Eq. (4) for the boundary temperature. Using the ITG model in a predictive transport code 
with ITER base case parameters, and depending upon details of the current and density profiles, 
the energy confinement time is roughly 3.4 seconds, or r - - q r ~ ~ m - p .  

This implication of the limitation of the pedestal pressure on global confinement follows from 
empirical evidence as well. ITER requires a central .temperature of roughly 15 keV. If thc 
boundary temperature is limited to 300 eV, thcn the required ratio of the central temperature to thc 
pedestal temperature is 50. This ratio is sirnpl?; related to the radial average of <R/Lp over this 
region, and this would be I2 for ITER. Experimentally obtained values d'<R/L,p (from the ITER 

. profile database) are shown in Fig. (I). Higher values of <R/L?-, are found in L-mode plasmas, 
with higher transport losses, consistent with the ITG model. For Time - 1, ITER would therefore 
be expected operate deep in the L-mode confinement regime. or in H-mode, with substantially 
lower centtd temperatures. 



Confinement performance at the L-mode level in ITER \vould result in Q -1. This may seem 
paradosical, since present machines \vhich are much smaller than ITER are anticipated to achieve 
Q close to one in high confincment operating nicxlcs. This demonstrates that the confincment 
improvement obtained by Caking advantage of fat.orablc parimetric dependences of the mechanism 
causing transport can easily outweigh the confinement ad\.antage of larger size. We thus turn to 
advanced confinement modes which have been found on TFTR [28], DIII-D [29], and other 
tokamaks with reversed central shear. 

8. Advanced Confinement 

Se\.eral analyses of TFTR and DIII-D re\.ersed shear discharges have been carried out by ourselves 
and others in the community. The strongconfinemenl enhancement found in reversed shear 
discharges is generally found to deri'vc in large part from shear flow stabilization, \vith assistance 
I'mm lo\\) local magnetic shear to reduce the growth rate. Our further local shear analysis of TFTR 
discharges shows that typical levels ol' re\.ersed global shear reduce gro\vth rates only slightly, and 
that the main contributor to the local shear reversal is from the large Shafrdnov shift. Because 
shear flow stabilization has an explicit unfavonble p* scaling, one is f o r d  to conslder geometries 
\vith larger Shafrariov shifts to take advantage of "second stabiIityW regimes for ITG/TEM modes. 

Masimization or the stabilizing elTect of Shal'ranov shift leads one to consider oblate, reverse 
triangulaiity plasmas, with elongation less than unity (inward pointing triangle). There are many 
potential advantages to this configuration. However, their MHD stability properties are generally 
regarded to be p(x)r. We have therefore begun a series of prol'ile optimizition studies using the 
MARS and CHEASE codes [30], in conjunction \\,ith the gyrokinetic stability codes, lo Icx)k for 
self-consistent (transport and MHD) profiles with favorable second stability properties. For K = 
0.6, 6 = - 0.5, Rla = 3, and tvith an ideal \\!all bet~\-een rla = 1.05 and 1.2, we have found profiles 
stable to MHD ballooning and n=l kink modes at <p*> =.3.9%: and P N =  4.9. Preliminary - 
m~croinstability calculations find that pressure profiles lvith this range of <@*> may bc in the 
second microstability regime for ITGITEM modes. Ho\ve\.cr, we must upgrade our gyrokinetic 
codes to describe eleclromagnctic perturbations proportional to 6Bll before reaching this 
conclusion. 

In  more conventional geometries, VH-mode plasmas find MHD second stabiIity in the plasma 
edge for strongly shaped, high poloidal P, and appropriate edge current values [Huysmans]. We 
find that profiles qualitatively consistent with these MHD stability results, which are deeply into 
the MHD second stable regime, are vec  close to ITG/TEM second stability, with growth rates so 
low that velocity shear effects at the stongly reduced levels of a reactor are still sufficient for 
stabilization. Thus, with edge current profile control, a reactor relevant mode similar to a VH- 
mode may be possible with sharply reduced velocity shear. 
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DISCUSSION 

K. LACKNER: While I can imagine that your explanation for the fast, 'non- 
local' response of core transport to edge cooling would hold, through a wave of 'crit- 
icality' propagating inwards, I see a difficulty in explaining the fast improvement in 
the core observed on JET following an L-H transition. If the L mode is indeed sub- 
stantially in the overcritical regime, the plasma should react as it would to a normal 
heat wave on a diffusive time-scale. 

M. KOTSCHENREUTHER: The L mode plasmas are frequently close to criti- 
cality till quite near to the boundary. Thus the temperature pulse has to diffuse only a 
short distance before criticality propagates the perturbation rapidly to the centre. 
Therefore the centre still responds much faster than the global confinement time. 



P.H. DIAMOND: Since you have opened the Pandora's box of the cold pulse, 
can you explain the remarkable result of K. Gentle that an edge cold pulse heats the 
centre? Keep in mind that the time-scale is the easy part - predicting AT(0) is the 
essence of the problem. 

M. KOTSCHENREUTHER: Those experiments are done in ohmic plasmas with 
Zeff = 4. We have not parametrized the transport for such cases. However, since a cold 
pulse can change Ti/% in such a way as to cause stabilization, such a result might be 
explainable. 

V. PARAIL: I wonder if your model can explain the experimentally observed 
very slow propagation of the sawtooth crash heat pulse. 

M. KOTSCHENREUTHER: If the temperature diffusion equation is linearized 
for a critical gradient X ,  the resulting equation for small temperature perturbations has 
a large difisivity and also a pinch. The pinch is of the order of the diffusivity for glob- 
al perturbations. Thus I would expect sawtooth pulse propagation to be significantly 
slower, but we have not yet simulated this. 

L.J. PERKINS: Global scaling relations show that tokamak energy confinement 
improves with current, elongation, etc. Do these dependences arise principally from 
the core values of the critical temperature gradient or from values of the pedestal? 

M. KOTSCHENREUTHER: The main parameter dependence of the critical gra- 
dient is Ti/%. To the extent that this is held constant, most of the global confinement 
variation comes from the edge. 

J.D. CALLEN: What would be the key phenomenology that experimentalists 
should look for in order to see if your VTi based model is relevant to the experimen- 
tally observed 'non-local' (rapid inward) transport response from edge cooling or L H  
transitions? In particular, would your model imply that the interior local fluctuation 
level should change rapidly and significantly, and that this causes the rapid change in 
the transport co&ficient in the plasma interior? 

M. KOTSCHENREUTHER: Yes, this certainly should happen. In addition, one 
might try a perturbation experiment where an impurity pellet is injected into the edge. 
By modifying the Zeff profile, ITG critical gradients can be affected in a way which is 
unique to the model. 


